
 

Assembly of Wardrobe Units 

Wardrobes and tall units are supplied flat packed with all fittings and fixtures, the only addition required is 

wood screws for the application of the hinges and adjustable leg mounting . The following information is 

provided for guidance so that you can ascertain if you will require a carpenter or bedroom fitter for the 

installation of your units. 

Fittings Supplied: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cams are inserted into pre drilled holes on the panels and shelves of the wardrobes. 

On the face of the cam you will see an arrow, ensure this points outwards when 

applying it to the panel and the arrow is visible once inserted 

Connecting metal dowels, these are approx 45mm long and are placed within the 

pre drilled hole on the panel. If you place the panel that has the cam alongside the 

panel that houses the dowel you will be able to see within which holes these need 

to be applied. 

The head of the metal dowel will fit into the cam and once in place the cam is 

screwed tight to secure the panels. 

Within the remaining holes on the panels apply the beech dowels, 

apply a little wood glue to ensure the dowel is secured 

If a unit has additional shelving  adjustable shelves shelf supports are supplied 

As standard wardrobes and bedroom cabinets are supplied with 100mm 

adjustable legs and kitchen units 150mm legs these are adjustable +20mm 

and -20mm. They are supplied with mounting boss, leg and plinth clip 

Blum clip top hinges are supplied as standard, complete with mounting 

plate.  Soft close attachments are available but are supplied as an 

addition 

Oval hanging rail and rail end supports supplied as standard with all 

robes and linen presses  



Cabinet Panels 

 

Wardrobe and tall units are supplied with: 

 2 x Side panels (single hanging has a line of holes 400mm from the top, it is important to ensure that these are 

at the top of the unit when fixing to the back panel, double hanging the shelf fixing holes are in the middle of 

the panel) 

1 x Top panel (pre drilled for fittings) 

1 x Base panel (pre drilled for fitting and pre drilled on the bottom for leg boss) 

1 x Fixed shelf (pre drilled for fittings) 

Linen press is supplied with metabox drawers as standard, all fittings are supplied and have pre drilled holes for 

fitting drawer runners 

Assembly 

1. Locate the base panel, this is identified by the holes for the adjustable leg boss, insert the leg boss and 

screw down using 16mm wood screws. 

2.  Lay the panels on the floor, ensuring the floor is clear of any debris to minimise the risk of scratching 

the panels, insert the cams into the larger circular holes. When inserting the cams ensure that the arrow 

on the cam is pointing outwards to the side of the panel and is visible once inserted. Within the holes 

adjacent to the cams apply the metal dowels, tap these in with a hammer.  The remaining holes need to 

have a beech dowel inserted, apply a little wood adhesive to ensure a secure fixing and tap in with a 

hammer ensuring that the dowel protrudes to ensure it fits into the adjacent panel. 

3. It is usual to apply the base, top and fixed shelf to the side panel first, align the cam and dowels to their 

appropriate holes, once in place tighten the cam by screwing in the direction of the directional arrow 

which is visible on the face of the cam. Once these have been fitted the back panel can be applied, again 

ensuring that the holes align with the cam and dowel fittings, screw these tight once in place. All that is 

left is to apply the remaining side panel, fitting it in the same way as the other panels.  

4. Lastly tap into place the adjustable feet, these need to be fitted to the leg mounting boss, once applied 

the unit can be put into an upright position.  It is advisable for two people to do this ensuring that the 

legs do not swivel as this can cause them to break. 

5. All that is left is to screw into place the hinge mounting plates, holes for the plates are locacted on the 

side panels. 

6. The unit can now be put into place, although the units are stable it is recommened for safety that they 

are secured to the wall to which they will cover. The units are now ready for the doors and plinth to be 

applied. If adjustable shelves are supplied holes can be drilled to the desired height and the shelf 

supports inserted. 

7. Please note that the units that we supply are designed for professional bedroom fitters, carpenters and 

competent DIYers. They are not supplied with instructions and although assembly is relatively straight 

forward we do recommend that consideration is made should professonal assistance be required. 


